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Abstract 

The technique of near forward laser. scattering is used to infer charac- 

teristics of intrinsic and controlled density fluctuations in laser-produced 

plasmas. Intrinsic fluctuations are studied in long scalelength plasmas 

where the fluctuations exhibit scalesizes related to the size of the inten- 
sity variations in the plasma forming and interaction beams. Stimulated 

Brillouin forward scattering and filamentation appear to be the primary 

mechanism through which these fluctuations originate. The beam spray 

which results from these fluctuations is important to understand since it 

can affect symmetry in an inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experiment. 

Controlled fluctuations are studied in foam and exploding foil targets. 

Forward scattered light from foam targets shows evidence that the initial 

target inhomogeneities remain after the target is laser heated. Forward 

scattered light from an exploding foil plasma shows that a regular in- 

tensity pattern can be used to produce a spatially correllated density 

fluctuation pattern. These results provide data which can be used to 

benchmark numerical models of beam spray. 
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I. Introduction 

One aspect to achieving a complete physical description of laser-produced 

plasmas is understanding the role of low frequency density fluctuations. These 

fluctuations in a laser-plasma set the starting noise level for growth of instabilites 

such as stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) and filamentation. Continued growth 

of these instabilites beyond the noise level to saturation may be further affected 

by the fluctuations[ 1-3 1. Low frequency fluctuations also affect laser propagation. 

For example, the laser light can undergo beam spray and increase its bandwidth as 

a result of active or passive scattering off the fluctuations. Fluctuations may arise 

from the initial structure of the target material, such as in the case of a foam, or may 

be imposed on the target plasma by the ponderomotive/thermal pressure arising 

from the intensity structure within the laser beams. A comprehensive description 

of a laser-plasma includes quantification of the fluctuations and an understanding 

of how the fluctuations affect the laser-plasma interactions and laser propagation. 

In addition to the basic physics aspects of fluctuations, the study of fluctua- 

tions is important for inertial confinement fusion (ICF)[ 4,5 1. The current schemes 

for ICF ignition require a highly symmetric illumination of the fuel capsule by 

x-rays (indirect drive) or laser light (direct drive). A concern for ICF is that fluctu- 

ations or laser-plasma instabilities will increase the angular spread (beam spray) of 

a beam which can cause illumination asymmetry[ 6,7 ] and substantially reduce the 

yield of an ICF target. Detailed measurements of forward scattered light in igni- 

tion relevant plasmas provide an experimental database for evaluating the severity 

of beam spray and for determining the physical processes involved in creating the 

beam spray. Forward scattered light experiments also help identify methods for 

reducing and controling the beam spray and testing the codes which model forward 

scattering: 

We have conducted a series of experiments which use the technique of forward 

scattered light to investigate the character of intrinsic and controlled fluctuations. 
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The distinction between these two types of fluctuations has to do with the process by 

which the fluctuations are made. Intrinsic fluctuations are not created intentionally 

but result in a plasma due to the complex interaction between the hydrodynamic 

evolution of the electron and ion densities and the ponderomotive/thermal pressure 

from the laser beams incident on the plasma. Experiments studying intrinsic fluc- 

tuations are done in a long scalelength plasma. The aim of these experiments is 

to determine the beam-spray and fluctuations which are characteristic of a plasma 

having a similar scalelength and density as the plasma in the central region of a NIF 

hohlraum while illuminated with a laser beam having similar intensity, f/number, 

and beam smoothing as a NIF laser beam. Forward scattered light measurements 

show small-angle and large-angle beam spreading. Interpretation of these mea- 

surements indicates that the small-angle beam spreading may arise from density 

inhomogeneities produced by intensity structure in the plasma forming beams. The 

large angle spreading is associated with the higher intensity probe beam used to 

study backward and forward scattering. The forward scattered light spectrum in- 

dicate that classical or strongly driven Brillouin forward scattering is the primary 

mechanism for generating the density fluctuations related to the presence of the 

high intensity probe laser. Controlled fluctuations are studied in foam and explod- 

ing foil targets. The aim of these experiments is to investigate methods for imposing 

specific fluctuations on a laser-plasma. Controlled fluctuations using initial density 

inhomogeneities in the target are studied in foam targets with two different cell sizes. 

Forward scattered light measurements show that the initial foam target structure 

persists in the resulting plasma. Controlled fluctuations using a periodic intensity 

pattern are studied using exploding foil targets. Forward scattered light shows that 

the resulting density perturbation is correlated with the intensity pattern. 

Modeling of the experiments is done with a wave kinetic equation which de- 

scribes the propagation of laser light through a turbulent plasma. The kinetic 

equation is used to infer a fluctuation spectrum which describes the results in each 

experiment. The large scalelength and exploding foil plasma cases show that the 
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fluctuation spectrum has characteristic length scales which correspond to the scale- 

lengths of the transverse intensity variations in the high intensity lasers incident on 

the plasma. The foam case shows a fluctuation spectrum with length scales similar 

to the foam cell size. The main conclusions of the analysis are to characterize the 

intrinsic fluctuations in a large scalelength plasma and to show two methods for 

controling the scalesize of the fluctuations. 

The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections. We describe the 

targets, laser systems, and diagnostics used in the different experiments in the 

next section, Section II. Section III describes the experimental results. Section IV 

describes the wave kinetic model and is applied to analyze the experimental results. 

Finally, Section V presents the conclusions. 

II. Experimental setup, targets, and instruments 

A. Nova experiments 

The long scalelength plasma and foam experiments were conducted at the 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory using the Nova laser. This is a Nd:glass 

laser which operates at 1053 nm wavelength. The 10 Nova beams are positioned 

around a spherical target chamber. The beams are divided into two sets of five 

which impinge on each side of the target in an even distribution around a 50” cone. 

The target is illuminated by 351-nm laser light that has been frequency converted 

from 1053-nm light. Unconverted 1053 and 527-nm light is blocked from striking 

the target but is present as stray light in the chamber. Each beam can produce up 

to about 3 kJ of 351-nm light in a 1 ns constant power pulse. 

The long scalelength plasma experiments used gasbag targets[ 8, 9 1. This 

target consists of two circular polyimide membranes attached to the edges of an 

aluminum washer. The region between the membranes is filled with a hydrocarbon 

gas to about 1 atm causing the membranes to expand outward in the shape of a bal- 

loon. The fill gasses consist of various CH mixtures. The resulting plasma density 
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is varied between about 7.5% and 15% of critical density for 351-nm light by chang- 

ing the gas type and fill pressure. Argon dopant of 1% is added for spectroscopic 

measurements of temperature. 

Gasbag plasmas have been extensively characterized with both experimental 

measurement and hydrodynamic simulation[ lo-12 1. Gated x-ray pinhole camera 

measurements show that the gasbag becomes heated uniformly after about 0.3 to 

0.4 ns. The heater beams burn to the target center in about 0.3 ns and create a \ 
fairly uniform temperature plasma by 0.4 ns. The rapid blowdown of the gasbag 

polyimide ‘skin’ when the heater beams initially turn on launches a weak shock 

which propagates toward the center of the target leaving a rarefaction wave behind. 

Thomson scattering measurements show that the macroscopic plasma flow is small 

(about 4 x lo6 cm/s) in the central region of the target but steadily increases outside 

the rarefaction wave. Helium-a, Lyman-a, and isoelectronic ratios obtained from 

x-ray measurements are used to determine the temporal evolution of the electron 

temperature[ 12 1. These measurements show that the central temperature grad- 

ually rises during the time that the heater beams are on to a peak of 2.5 to 3.0 

keV. Once the heaters turn off the temperature decreases as the plasma radiates 

and expands. 

Nine of the Nova beams are used to heat the gasbag target and the tenth beam 

is used as a probe to study forward and backward scattered light. The gasbag laser 

setup is shown in Fig. 1 (a). The majority of the gasbag experiments described 

here used an f/8.5 focus lens on the probe beam in order to simulate the laser 

characteristics from a 4-beamlet quad of NIF. This beam always passes through a 

kinoform phase plate (KPP) [ 13 ] 1 ocated just after the final focus lens. The KPP 

spatially smoothes the intensity distribution in the focal spot producing a series of 

speckles in the laser far-field; the speckles have a width of 3pm (- fx) and a length 

of about 200,um (8f2X). The KPP also produces a nearly flat-top envelope to the 

laser intensity distribution at focus with an eliptical spot size of 260 by 400 pm. 

Two other laser smoothing techniques were implemented by conditioning the laser 



light prior to passing through the KPP. These techniques are called smoothing by 

spectral dispersion (SSD)[ 14-15 ] and polarization smoothing (PS)[ 16-19 1. SSD 

was done by applying a 17 GHz oscillating RF field to an electro-optic crystal to 

modulate the phase of the seed laser pulse. The frequency-broadened pulse was 

dispersed with a diffraction grating, amplified by the Nova laser amplifiers, and 

then focused onto the target. The resulting focal spot consists of many speckle 

patterns which interfere in time and space. A decorrelation time of about 5 ps is 

required for’ the speckle pattern to change substantially. Polarization smoothing was 

done by inserting a 2 by 2 array of birefringent glass between the conversion crystals 

and the final focus lens. This array was aligned so that the incident laser electric 

field vector was 45” to both the ordinary and extraordinary axes of the birefringent 

glass. The glass is slightly wedged so that half of the energy in the incident beam 

produced a speckle pattern which was spatially shifted and orthogonally polarized to 

the speckle pattern formed from the other half of the energy. The smoothing effect 

from PS is instantaneous whereas the smoothing from SSD requires a decorrelation 

time for the speckle pattern to change significantly. The pulse-shape of the probe 

and heater beams is typically trapezoidal with about a 150 ps linear rise and fall 

and approximately constant power in between (typical variation is 15%). Addition 

of SSD increases the rise time of the pulse to about 250 ps. 

The foam targets were composed of either glass (SiO2) or plastic (CH). The 

glass foam, called aerogel, had an 0.5pm cell size (comparable to the 0.351 pm laser 

wavelength) and the CH foam, called agar, had a much larger cell size of about 

5pm. Both foams had an average mass density of 3 mg/cm3. When fully ionized 

the agar foam gave an electron density of 11% critical for 351-nm light and the 

aerogel foam was 9% critical electron density. Only the probe beam was used to 

heat and burn-through the foam for these experiments. The foam experimental 

setup is shown in Fig. 1 (b). 

The primary forward scattered light instrument for the Nova experiments con- 

sisted of a high dynamic range two-part detector[ 20,21 1. A scatter plate was used 
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to measure the majority of the transmitted light . The plate had a central section 

measuring 45 cm in diameter which was surrounded by an annulus extending the 

overall angular coverage of the scatter plate to about 15” from direct forward. The 

plate was composed of SiO2 that was roughened so as to give a uniform scattering 

surface. 

The majority of the transmitted light that strikes the main scatter plate is 

measured using a fast photodiode and a gated optical imager (GOI). The photodiode 

is bandpass filtered from 345 to 355-nm and has a rise time of 60 ps. Light scattered 

from the plate arrives at the photodiode over a spread of times due to the geometry 

of the plate and the viewing angle. The photodiode output is recorded by a scope 

giving an overall time response of about 250 ps. Deconvolving the plate response 

function from the diode signal using the light distribution on the plate improves the 

time response to about 150 ps. 

The GO1 takes three images of the 2-D light distribution on the scatter plate 

with a dynamic range of about 5O:l. The gating time for an image is 200 ps. The 

images are taken at 300, 600, and 900 ps after the probe beam turns on. The images 

have a resolution at the scatter plate of about 1 cm. Bandpass filters are also used 

on the three images of the GO1 to exclude light outside the range 350-nm Z!Z 5-nm. 

The second part of the forward scattered light instrument is an array of half- 

inch diameter mirror detectors. These detectors measure the low level of light 

scattered at larger forward angles and are designed to have much higher dynamic 

range than the roughened scatter plate. The detectors consist of concave mirrors 

placed at increasing angles from direct forward. Nine of the detectors are mounted 

to one extension arm and 5 addional detectors are mounted to a second arm at 

a different azimuthal angle. Polarization of the incident laser is expected to give 

azimuthally dependent forward scattering which becomes more significant with in- 

creasing forward angle. The two sets of mirror detectors did not show a significant 

azimuthal difference indicating that the effect of polarization was not significant in 

these experiments. Light incident on the detectors is reflected by the mirror surface 
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and directed across the target chamber to a port on the opposite side. The light 

passes through focus partway across the chamber and emerges through the chamber 

port at nearly a half-inch size spot. Light from all of the detectors is then imaged 

with a focusing optic onto a Spectralon diffuser plate and the time-integrated signal 

is recorded with two CCD cameras. A bandpass filter was used to transmit light 

within the spectral range of 350-nm f 5-nm into the cameras. Use of two cameras 

with a factor of 8 different intensity filtering increased the dyanmic range of the 

data. Mirror detectors at the smallest angles were uncoated and mirrors at larger 

angles were aluminized in order to give comparable signal levels. 

In addition to the mirror detectors there are 6 fibers placed at a range of angles 

relative to the scatter plate. Two of the fibers are located behind the main scatter 

plate and 4 extend in angle out from it. The fibers carry light to the input of a 

l-m spectrometer which disperses the light and images it onto the photocathode of 

a streak camera which records the time history of the spectrum. The output signal 

is spectrally resolved to about 0.7 A and temporally resolved to about 30 ps. 

Measurements of the light transmitted from a 263-nm low intensity probe laser 

are made with 400 pm optical fibers positioned at several places in the forward 

direction. We cannot spectrally resolve the small frequency shifts in the forward 

scattering of this light. Six fibers are placed from about 2” to 10”. The light from 

the fibers passes through a 263-nm narrow bandpass filter and then onto the active 

surface of a photodiode. The fibers have staggered lengths so that the signals can 

be multiplexed onto one scope channel. The fiber transmission from detector to 

output is calibrated in-situ with a narrow-band filtered Xe source lamp. The diode 

is absolutely calibrated with a separate 263-nm laser. The resulting signals shows 

the brightness of the forward scattered light from the 263-nm laser. The total 

incident energy of this beam is about 40 J in 1 ns. The resulting intensity is about 

1 x lOr* W/cm2 which is too low to perturb the local plasma parameters. 

D. Trident laser and target 
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The exploding foil experiments were conducted using the Trident laser at 

the Los Alamos National Laboratory. The Trident laser is a Nd:glass laser that 

operates at 1053-nm. The laser has two beams which can achieve about 100 J of 

1053-nm energy in 1-ns and a third beam which is used for probing purposes. This 

beam is typically operated at energies below 10 J. The beams and target chamber 

are highly flexible allowing the facility to accommodate a wide range of beam and 

target geometries for various experiments. The experiments discussed here used the 

high power beams at the second harmonic (527-nm) in a 2-nm square pulse shape 

with f/6 focusing optics. The low power beam was operated in the 10 to 100 mJ 

range of third harmonic (351-nm) laser light in a 100 ps pulse and was configured 

as an f/100 beam. 

Exploding foil targets composed of 1 to 2.5 pm of Mylar (CHO) were used to 

create the plasma. The experiments explored two heater beam configurations shown 

in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). In one case a wedge was placed in half of a single f/6 heater 

beam having 180 J in 2-ns of 527-nm light causing the beam to interfere with itself. 

The target was illuminated with a 500 pm by 250 pm focal spot having a 6.3 pm 

intensity modulation. This beam burned through the foil and heated the resulting 

plasma to about 700 eV. At 1-ns a low energy (lo-100 mJ) f/100 probe beam at 

351-nm and a lOO-ps wide Gaussian pulse was directed across the original surface 

of the foil in a transverse direction to the heater beam. The second heater beam 

configuration [Fig. 2 (b)] consisted of creating a higher spatial frequency modulation 

(1.3 pm) in the intensity by interfering 2 separate heater beams, 23” apart, at the 

target surface. The energy in each heater beam in this case was about 80 J. The 

main diagnostic for this experiment consisted of an f/l mirror placed near the target 

which collected the 351-nm scattered light. Additional optics imaged the surface 

of this mirror onto a CCD camera which recorded the data. Thomson scattering 

measurements diagnosed the density and temperature of this plasma. 

III. Experimental results 
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A. Nova gasbag experiments 

Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the time-integrated forward light signal for the 351- 

nm beam with KPP smoothing only and then for KPP with SSD and PS for two 

plasma densities . The error bars indicate the uncertainty in the half-inch mirror 

detector calibration. The time resolved signal shows that most of the scattering 

occurs while both the heater and probe beams are on (from 0.5 to 1 ns); the scat- 

tering amplitude decreases by about a factor of two to three after the heating pulse 

turns off. The ordinate in the plots is Jscat /sr normalized to the incident beam 

energy. A no-target measurement would give a value of 90 within the f/8.5 cone 

(the value is typically 30 or less with a target). The data shows both small-angle 

and large-angle spreading. Small-angle spreading causes the incident f/8.5 beam to 

broaden by about a factor of 2 in angle (to 7”). The angular fall-off out to 7” is 

determined using the measured 2-D gated image of the scatter plate. The energy 

fraction outside of the 7” cone is about 15 to 30% of the total transmitted light 

for KPP smoothing only. Addition of SSD and PS beam smoothing reduces the 

large-angle scattered light and we infer that the associated short scalelength den- 

sity fluctuations are also reduced. NIF baseline ignition simulations using beam 

spray ranging from what is measured here to about twice this reduces the fusion 

yield significantly. Adjusting the relative laser power in the inner and outer beam 

cones recovers high fusion yield. This shows that the ability to predict and tune-out 

the effects of beam spray is important for achieving ignition with the NIF. 

Figure 4 shows the angular fall-off in the transmitted 263-nm beam for two 

different plasma densities. The target density was varied by changing the gasbag 

pressure and gas mixture. The 263-nm beam was pointed to pass through plasma 

not traversed by the 351-nm beam. We do not measure the angular dependence of 

the probe beam for 8 < 2.4” so we show a constant value in this region based on 

an estimate (error of &lo%) of the probe transmission. We obtain this estimate by 

using the expression for inverse bremsstrahlung absorption and scaling the measured 

transmission of the 351-nm beam. 
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The spectrum of the scattered 351-nm beam has an angle-dependent red shift 

with a small amount of plasma-induced spectral broadening. The red shift at low 

intensity, shown in Fig. 5 (a) for f/4.3 and f/8.5 beams, increases with forward 

angle in a similar way as the classical SBFS[ 23-26 ] shift. This red-shift is given as 

IWO - w,,l/(koCs) = 2 sin(0/2) w h ere 0 is the angle from the forward direction, we is 

the probe frequency, w sc is the scattered frequency, Ice is the incident wavenumber, 

and C, is the ion sound speed determined from the measured backscattered red 

shift (Ax/x = 2.56 x 10U3 for 0 = 180”). Figure 5 (a) also shows the red shift for a 

high intensity f/4.3 beam at < I >- 8 x 1015 W/cm2. Strongly driven SBFS is the 

most likely explanation for the increased red shift since simple considerations can 

rule out explanations involving probe-plasma heating and self-phase modulation. 

The intensity required to give the increased red shift from strongly driven SBFS 

is estimated from the dispersion relation[ 22, 23 ] to be 1 - 1 x 1Or” W/cm2 for 

scattering at 20”. The high intensity 351-nm beam has a large fraction of its energy 

in speckles at or above 1 x 1016 W/cm2. In light of this we conclude that classical 

or strongly driven SBFS is the primary physics process which creates the majority 

of the 351-nm forward scattered light beyond 7”. These measurements of spectra 

combined with the measured angular spreading can guide theoretical models of 

beam spray as well as help identify effective techniques for reducing beam spray. 

Figure 5 (b) shows how the plasma-induced spectral width depends on an- 

gle and intensity. The spectrum is fit with a Gaussian and the width is defined 

as the Gaussian full width at half maximum (FWHM). The measured instrument 

resolution of Aw/kaC, = 0.14 (0.7A) has b een deconvolved from the values plot- 

ted in Fig. 5 (b). Plasma-induced bandwidth can result from finite beam width, 

filamentation, multiple scattering from SBFS, scattering from background density 

fluctuations, and damping of SBFS. There is no reason to rule out any of these at the 

present time and we must wait for further measurements to determine the relative 

importance of each effect. In spite of our uncertainty as to the origin of the band- 

width, we conclude that the bandwidth of the laser increases after traversing the 
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plasma. This may be beneficial to suppressing growth of laser-plasma instabilities 

in the region beyond where the bandwidth develops[ 22 1. 

B. Foam experiments 

Figure 6 shows electron micrographs of the two foams studied in the forward 

scattering experiment. The length scale between fibers of the foam has some vari- 

ability but on average the agar (CH) has a large spacing of about 5 pm and the 

aerogel has a small spacing of 0.5 pm. The aerogel spacing is close to the 0.351 

pm laser light wavelength and is therefore expected to scatter the light by a larger 

angle than the agar. Only one Nova beam is used for the experiment so that the 

forward scattered light signal is weaker due to substantial energy absorption during 

the initial heating process. The angular distribution of light scattered from .the 

agar foam (5 pm cell size) falls off rapidly with increasing forward angle as shown 

in Fig. 7. On the other hand, the aerogel foam (0.5 pm cell size) shows a nearly 

constant level of angular spread light as far out as the last detector at 35”. 

The spectral data for the foams shows a broad essentially unshifted signal as 

opposed to a red or blue shifted signal. This spectral information indicates that the 

scattering is from the foam structure rather than being excited by forward scattering 

instabilities. 

C. Trident foil experiments 

The first heater beam configuration has a wedge in half of one heater beam 

causing the two half-beams to interfere at the target. We checked the resulting in- 

terference pattern by directing an alignment beam through the beam geometry and 

inspecting the resulting interference pattern with a CCD camera. The separation 

between intensity maxima is 6.3 pm in this configuration and the two half-beams 

overlap to give a spot measuring about 500 pm by 250 pm. The 0.351 pm probe 

beam, which propagates transversely to the heater beam, is expected to be deflected 

in two directions by 3.2” based on &matching the probe and the expected imposed 

density fluctuation. 
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Figure 8 shows the forward scattered light from the probe beam when the foil 

is illuminated with a self-interfering heater beam (a) and when the wedge is removed 

giving no interference pattern (b). Removing the wedge gives a circular spot on the 

target measuring 500 pm in diameter. To keep the average intensity of the circular 

spot (no wedge) similar to the spot with the wedge, the beam focus was adjusted 

decreasing the circular focal spot to a 350 pm diameter. The bright straight-through 

light in both images, shown in Fig. 8, is blocked with a thin obscuration placed on 

the collection mirror. Figure 8 (a) shows signal above and below the location of 

the target at equal angles corresponding to scattering at 3.1”. Removal of the 

wedge causes this portion of the light to vanish as seen in Fig. 8 (b). Installing 

and removing the wedge was repeated a number of times and each time we found 

the same result. The additional bright light emerging from the obscuration is light 

refracted by the exploding foil plasma. This is not filamentation-incduced beam 

bending because the beam intensity is too low to filament and/or backscatter (I < 

1 x 1013 W/cm2). The energy of light scattered into the spots at f3.1” is estimated 

to be 1.2 x.10M4 of the main incident energy. 

The second heater beam configuration did not show evidence of probe laser 

scattering; the scattering angle in this case is 15.3”. This configuration should pro- 

duce an interference pattern on the target with a separation of 1.3 ,um between 

intensity maxima. We were not able to verify the interference pattern at the target 

but verified that the beams overlapped, that they arrived at the target simultane- 

ously, that they were temporally coherent at the target, and that their polarizations 

were aligned. We did not observe any scattered light fraction above 10F5. 

IV. Modeling 

The goal in modeling these experiments is to infer from the forward scattered 

light a plasma density fluctuation (PDF) spectrum which, when used in our scat- 

tering model, gives a calculated forward scattered light signal which matches the 

measured forward scattered light signal. We do not attempt to describe the detailed 
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process whereby filamentation/SBFS or other low frequency processes lead to this 

fluctuation spectrum. 

The fluctuations causing the observed forward scattering are low-frequency 

[Iw -we\/we < 9 x 10m4 from Fig. 5 (a)] so they can be considered stationary for the 

purpose of calculating the angular scattering. The method for inferring the fluctu- 

ation spectrum is to first prescribe the shape and amplitude of a stationary PDF 

spectrum S(k). The spectral amplitude is normalized to a mean-square fluctuation 

level, defined as < jSn/n12 >E JS(k)d3k, where the plasma density is written as 

n, = n + Sn and n is the average electron density. Next, we compute the scattered 

light distribution resulting from this PDF spectrum. This is done using a wave 

kinetic equation which we describe below. 

An electromagnetic wave propagating through a plasma with a varying density 

evolves according to the wave equation 

(1) 

where c is the speed of light and the nonuniform density, Sn, only varies in space 

and not in time. The only time dependence enters through the frequency of the 

electric field which is written as E(r, t) = E(T) exp[-Got] where wg is the oscillation 

frequency of the field. Since we are assuming stationary fluctuations we is the only 

frequency in the problem. We assume that the scattering is weak so that power 

is scattered out of the main beam slowly compared to the rapid variation in the 

phase of the electric field along the direction of propagation which we take to be 

Z. This allows us to make the envelope approximation and write the electric field 

as E(r) = E(z, y, z) exp[ikez]. Making the paraxial approximation and assuming 

that diffraction can be neglected gives the first order equation for the envelope, E, 

which is written as 
8E -4 w; 6n -=--- 
dz 2k0 c2 no 

E. (2) 
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This equation has the formal solution 

(3) 

This solution for the electric field shows that the plasma creates a perturbation to 

the electric field phase which transforms to an intensity perturbation after the light 

propagates far away from the plasma to the location of the detectors. This process 

is shown schematically in Fig. 9. 

Equation (4) is not very useful since it describes the electric field and the 

measurement is made of power or energy. Furthermore, there are many locations in 

the plasma which scatter light to the detectors. Each of these scattering locations 

is statistically independent from the other making the scattered light equal to an 

ensemble sum of random phased scatterers. This kind of scattering is calculated with 

a wave kinetic equation that describes how the power is scattered by an ensemble of 

random phased scatterers. Following a similar procedure as outlined in References 

?? we use Eq. (3) to derive a wave kinetic equation for the ensemble sum of the 

power spectrum P!j(z) at position z through the plasma. This power is expressed 

in terms of the electric field as 

(4) 

where 

Em,&) = -&$ dx 
x Y s .I 

dyE(x, y, z) exp(-ik,,x - ik,,y). (5) 

and k,, = 2xm/L,, k,, = 2nn/Ly, and m and n are integers. The kinetic equation 

is written as 

% = (&$)2[g Pi-l,j--m&n - c pijsu-i,,-j 2Lzi ] 

where Sij is the 2-D surface within the spectral energy density of the fluctuations for 

which the magnitude of the light wave k is constant. If the laser 1 k 1 is large compared 
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to the k-values for which S(k) is significant then this surface is essentially a plane 

given by Si,j,l=o. The density fluctuation amplitude is related to Si,j,z as 

< 16n/n12 >= CSijl (7) 
ijl 

The first term in Eq. (6) for dPij/dz represents the rate at which power is 

scattered from all of the other spectral components into Pij and the second term 

describes the rate at which power is scattered out of Pij. It is possible to solve this 

kinetic equation in closed form as 

pij (z) = c Po+~,~-,&- / dxdy exp( -ik,lx - ik,,y) 

ex~~~(,,i(i(I,y)-S0)] 

where 

s(x, y) = c Spq exp(-ik,,s - ik,,y) 

(8) 

Pq 

So = s(z = 0, y = 0), Pei, is the incident power, and .z is the propagation distance 

in the plasma. 

The equation for Pij(z) is used to model the experiment as follows. A fluc- 

tuation spectrum is guessed which has characteristics suggested by the forward 

scattered light. This spectrum is then used to calculate a power distribution of 

laser light after propagating through the plasma. The calculated angular spread is 

compared with the data and the fluctuation spectrum is adjusted to bring the best 

agreement between the calculated and measured angular powers. This technique 

provides a way to determine the general characteristics of the fluctuation spectrum. 

The actual numerical calculation of the angular spread for the laser light is done 

using either a Monte Carlo ray tracing calculation of the wave kinetic equation 

[Es. 031 or by computing Pij(z) from Eq. 8. The Monte Carlo calculation follows 

the ray trajectories and is not constrained to be paraxial. A disadvantage of the 

Monte Carlo technique is that many rays are required to achieve good statistics at 
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larger angles where the amount of scattered light is small. There is not a significant 

difference between calculations of the forward scattered light using either technique 

for this experiment. 

B. Gasgab results 

The gasbag results show evidence of both small and large-angle scattering 

which can only be explained using a two component fluctuation spectrum. We 

constructed a spectrum having two components and then varied the parameters 

describing the spectrum so as to match the data. The spectrum has a constant 

value between 0 < k 5 k, (small-k part) then it changes to a different constant 

value for ks 5 k < kl (large-k part). This spectum is defined analytically using 4 

parameters: 1) the mangitude of < ISn/nl >, 2) the extent of the small-k part of 

the spectrum (k,), 3) the extent of the large-k part of the spectrum (kl) and 4) the 

ratio of the large-k and small-k part. A parameter scan of these quantities led to the 

spectrum shown in Fig. 10 (a) which best fits the data at low density. It is difficult 

to fit the high density data with this simple two-part constant spectrum. We found 

that we could match the data if we used an decreasing exponential rather than a 

constant value for the large-k part, this is shown in Fig. 10 (b). It is also possible to 

fit the data at low density using a decreasing exponential. Comparing the two types 

of spectra we see that both exhibit the basic features of a small-k part and a large-k 

part; the main distinction is the transition between the two spectral regions. We 

have taken the spectrum in the calculation to be isotropic for the following reasons. 

The background spectrum appears to come from the heater beams; since these 

beams are approximately isotropic we expect the density perturbations created by 

them to also be isotropic. The probe-induced density perturbations seem to arise 

chiefely from SBFS. This instability grows exponentially in space so that the largest 

amplitude correllated density perturbation due to the ion wave exists mainly in the 

last e-fold of growth. This is a localized region which we’ve taken to be on the order 

of an f/8 speckle width. There is no data available to indicate the true longitudinal 
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correlation length of the fluctuations. If the correlation length is longer than an f/8 

speckle width (about 4 pm) then the density fluctuation amplitude will be reduced. 

For a fixed scattered power the fluctuation amplitude scales as l/sqrtZ,where 1, is 

the longitudinal correlation length. 

The same wave-kinetic equation used to predict the angular spreading for the 

351-nm beam is used to calculate the spreading of the 263-nm beam. We find that 

using only the small-k part of the spectrum found in the 351-nm case can explain 

the measured angular fall-off of the 263-nm light. Comparison of the calculated 

scattered light and the measured light shows good agreement at both low and high 

electron density as seen in Fig. 4. 

C. Foam results 

Applying the same wave kinetic model to the foam results leads to the two 

spectra shown in Fig. 11 Both foams show a spectrum that roughly matches the 

scalesize of the initial density perturbations given by the foam cell size. 

The duration of the signal is about 600 ps for the aerogel foam and about 

300 ps for the agar foam. We explain this duration as follows. The large density 

structures in the foams smooth out with an ion acoustic decay time scale. The 

hydrogen gives the agar foam (CH) a larger ion acoustic damping compared to the 

aerogel for a specific ion acoustic wavelength. Due to the large difference in cell 

sizes the damping time for the longer ion acoustic wave (5 pm) in the agar is the 

same as the damping time for the 0.5 pm wavelength wave in the aerogel, which is 

33 ps. The density perturbations may actively scatter for about 100 ps before the 

scattered light level becomes insignificant. In addition, the single interaction beam 

takes 200 to 400 ps to burn through the foam depending on the precise thickness 

(about 1 to 1.5 mm). The sum of the decay time and burn-through time total the 

duration over which signal is observed. 

C. Exploding foil results 
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The first heater beam configuration used the wedge to construct an inter- 

ference pattern at the target. The angle of interference between the two beam 

halves is the half-angle of an f/6 beam or 4.8”. The resulting electric field at the 

target for perfect beams is proportional to exp[ikez cos(1/24) + ikay sin(1/24)] + 

exp[ikex cos( l/24) -ikoy sin( l/24)]. The intensity is given by 410 sin2 [key sin( l/24)] 

which has a modulation period in the y direction (transverse to the beam propa- 

gation direction) of 6.3 pm for 0.527 pm laser light. The plasma is expected to 

respond to the modulated ponderomotive force. The actual beams have inherent 

intensity structure,so that the correlation length along the x direction of the inter- 

ference pattern is about 100 pm. Additional plasma nonuniformities can further 

reduce the correlation length of the interference pattern. The probe beam has a 

0.351 pm wavelength and propagates transversely to the 6.3 pm variation in the 

interference pattern. The scattering angle obtained by k-matching the probe with 

the interference pattern is equal to 3.1”. This is the expected angle for scattering 

light in both directions along the intensity variation. 

Figure 8 (a) shows a forward scattered light signal at both +3.1” and -3.1” 

with the wedge installed. Removing the wedge causes the scattered light at the 

f3.1” to vanish as seen in Fig. 8 (b). The measured angle agrees with the expected 

scattering angle within the measurement error. This result gives evidence that the 

intensity pattern scalelength due to the wedge is impressed on the plasma with the 

same scalelength. 

Figure 8 (a) also shows that the scattered light amplitude (estimated from 

the measured signal and a calibration signal) normalized to the incident energy is 

1.2 x 10A4. This level of light is used in the scattering model to make an estimate 

of the amplitude of < I&/n] > for a given longitudinal correlation length of the 

density perturbation. The parameters for the calculation are as follows. The plasma 

density is taken to be 5% of critical for 527-nm light (2.2% critical for 351-nm), the 

351-nm probe is f/100 and is directed so as to pass over the surface of the foil. The 

527-nm heater beam is normal to the foil and creates an interference pattern with 
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a wavelength of 6.3 pm directed tangentially to the foil surface and transversely to 

the 351-nm probe beam. This pattern is estimated to remain correlated over 60 pm 

in the plane normal to the probe beam and 90 pm in the direction of the probe. 

Figure 12 (a) shows the calculation of the scattered light for < (Sn/n( >= 0.002; 

this gives the same scattered light amplitude as measured in the experiment. If 

the scattered light fraction is small compared to unity it is proportional to the 

product (koLZ)(koZc)(n/n,)2 < ISn/nj2 > h w ere L, is the length of the overall region 

where scattering occurs and 1, is the longitudinal correlation length of the density 

perturbation. This expression can be used to scale the actual density perturbation 

for different values of 1, or L,. Figure 12 (b) shows the density fluctuation power 

spectrum used in the calculation of the scattered light in Fig. 12 (a). 

The expected density perturbation due to the ponderomotive pressure from 

the imposed intensity pattern is given as 0.25&/v& where ZI,, is the quiver ve- 

locity of the electrons and uUth is the electron thermal velocity. This can be writ- 

ten as &a/n - 0.02[1/1014 W/cm2][0.5/T,(keV)][X/1.054pm]2. The intensity at 

the peaks in the pattern is approximately 1 x 1Ol4 W/cm2. The steady-state 

density perturbation estimated for a ponderomotive pressure is given as 6n/n - 

0.02[1/1014 W/cm2][0.5/T,(keV)][X/1.054pm]2. Using 0.527 pm for the wavelength 

and 0.7 keV for the electron temperature (estimated from Thomson scattering) 

gives Sri/// = 4 x 10e3 which is within a factor of two of the estimate using the 

scattering model. This indicates that our estimates for the correlation lengths may 

be reasonable; a factor of two error in the density fluctuation amplitude corresponds 

to a factor of 1.4 in the correlation lengths or propagation distance. 

The second heater beam configuration did not produce any measurable scat- 

tered light at the expected angle. This configuration used two f/6 heater beams 

at 23” center-to-center which form an interference pattern with a 1.3 pm peak-to- 

peak spacing. A density perturbation with this scalesize impressed in the plasma is 

expected to give a scattering angle of 15.3” for the 0.351 pm probe beam. During 

the experiment we confirmed that the beam timing and polarization between the 
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two heater beams were correct for creating an interference pattern. We varied the 

intensity of the heater spot by varying the energy in the beams and by changing 

the spot size. None of these changes led to a clear scattered light signal at 15.3”. 

There are several reasons we have considered which may account for this result. 

The heater beams may loose enough coherence due to the phase perturbations 

introduced by the plasma that the interference pattern does not form with much 

spatial coherence. As a result, the scattered light amplitude may be significantly 

reduced. Another possibility is that k-matching may not be sufficiently satisfied in 

this geometry resulting in a reduced scattering efficiency. The density perturbation 

k vector is oriented 90” relative to the probe beam k vector. Exact k matching is 

achieved by having the angle between the probe beam and the density perturbation 

k vectors of 97.7” or 82.3”. The experimental setup made it difficult to test this in 

the time allotted for the experiment. 

V. Summary 

We have described experiments investigating intrinsic and controlled fluctu- 

ations in different types of laser-produced plasmas. The aim of the gasbag exper- 

iments was to study the fluctuation spectrum and forward scatter which results 

from 9 heater beams and one higher intensity probe beam illuminating a plasma 

having similar density and scalelength as the central region of a NIF hohlraum. 

The results show small angle and large angle beam spread in the forward direction. 

This can only be explained with a density fluctuation spectrum having small and 

large-k components. Spectral measurements indicate that the forward scattering 

arises from stimulated Brillouin forward scattering (SBFS) and filamentation. A 

passive scattering model shows agreement with the measurements for a fluctuation 

amplitude of < ISn/nl >Z 0.08. Adding SSD and polarization smoothing leads to 

a reduction in the large angle scattering giving < ISn/nj >= 0.06. This almost re- 

covers the background level which is separately determined to be < I&z/n/ >= 0.05 

using the forward scatter from the 263-nm low intensity probe beam. 
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Experiments using foam targets with two different cell sizes show evidence 

of target structure in the resulting plasma which can be observed with forward 

scattered light. Precise time-dependent measurements of forward scattered light 

may be useful for determining the rate at which the initial density perturbations 

smooth out in a foam target. Analysis of the data shows that the scattered light 

can be explained using fluctuation spectra with scalelengths similar to the initial 

cell size of the foams. 

Exploding foil experiments using the Trident Laser show that an intensity pat- 

tern creates a correllated density perturbation with an estimated amplitude that 

agrees with simple ponderomotive force estimates. This result confirms our under- 

standing of how a moderate intensity laser creates a density perturbation. This 

result can be useful for developing more sophisticated models of laser propagation 

through a plasma. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG. 1 (a) Schematic of the detection system for measuring the amplitude and 
spectra of the near forward scattered light. The f/8.5 beam is converted to an f/4.3 
beam in some cases. (b) Experimental setup for the foam measurements. 

FIG. 2 Experimental setup for the exploding foil experiments using the Trident 
laser facility for (a) the small angle between the beams (4.8”) and (b) the larger 
angle (23”) between the beams. 

FIG. 3 Measurement of the forward scattered light amplitude vs angle for a 
(a) 7.5% critical plasma and (b) a 14% critical plasma. 

FIG. 4 Angular fall-off of the forward scattered light from the 263-nm low- 
intensity probe beam shown with the calculated fall-off for < ISn/nl >= 0.05. 

FIG. 5 (a) Red shift and (b) spectral width of the measured forward scattered 
light from a 7% critical density gasbag plasma. 

FIG. 6 Electron micrograph of (a) agar foam and (b) aerogel foam. 

FIG. 7 Plot of angular fall-off of scattered light from the two different cell size 
foams. 

FIG. 8 Measurements of the Trident experiment showing (a) the scattered 
light at 3.1” with the wedge in and (b) the absence of the scattered light when the 
wedge is removed. 

FIG. 9 Schematic shows how the plasma alters the laser phase as it propagates 
through an inhomogeneous plasma density. 

FIG. 10 Spectrum used to best-fit the measured forward scattered light for 
(a) a 7.5% critical density gasbag plasma and (b) a 15% critical plasma. 

FIG. 11 Spectrum used to fit the forward scattered light data for (a) the agar 
foam and (b) the aerogel foam. 

FIG. 12 (a) Calculation of the scattered light for the Trident experiment using 
< jSn/n/ >= 0.002 and the spectrum shown in (b). 
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